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Reply to Buchanan’s “War Party Targets Putin and Assad” 

 

To hear Mr. McCain speak, Assad is more evil then evil itself and must be destroyed. But wait, 

when and where did Assad become our enemy. Was it his attack on our fleet in the 

Mediterranean? No, that didn’t happen.  Maybe it was the destruction of our embassy in 

Damascus? No wait, that didn’t happen either. It must be something, otherwise we would not 

be supporting Syrian opposition forces that want to overthrow him and risk a war with Russia. 

One could understand Putin, Assad’s ally, he should be supporting him. He has Russian Sea 

Bases in Syria to protect. Us well…Don’t know. Wait could it be that Assad hates Israel, and 

has a standing army? Hold On! Mr. Watson, we may be on to something. Hell didn’t Saddam 

Hussein hate Israel and also had a standing army and we destroyed him. Oh wait again, how 

about Omar Khadafy, did he not have a standing army, hated Israel, and we destroyed him. 

Wait again and again, What of Iran? Let not their faith be undecided., it appears John McCain 

first needs to abolish the treaty that the 6 nations signed with Iran, then since  they also have a 

standing Army, hate Israel, and according to John’s owner's dictated plan, they too must be 

destroyed. Mr. Watson, there seems to be some kind of pattern to Professor Moriarty’s, read 

McCain’s, mad behavior. Yes Sherlock, there certainly does. Don’t know about anyone else 

but I don’t think there are reasons here that warrant us risking a war with Russia. Maybe 

instead we should re-think our relationship with Israel, they still should be our friends but they 

must find their own way, to solve their own problems, and not have their problems be our 

problems. 


